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PAYS DE LIÈGE

The Pays de Liège is made up of twelve municipalities, each bringing back to the region glorious industrial past. The Park of the Forts also has many tourist sites such as the Tour d’Eben-Ezer, an unusual monument built out of the remains of the fort, which allows visitors to discover the lives of our predecessors through a range of hands-on activities.

Standing on the rampart of Germany and on the crossings between Latin and Germanic languages, it was often used as an entrance. Today, as seen from the main road back up the hill, the fort of Hollogne is an impressive walled fort of the 18th century. It is an example of the defensive ring around Liège, restored from 1975 onwards.

During the Second World War, the fort, like the other forts of the defensive ring around Liège, was restored from 1975 onwards.

Finally, it also has many attractions surrounding FLY-IN, which houses the largest free-fall simulator in the world, or the K2 Tower, where you can try out your skills at bungee jumping, diving or climbing.